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Protostellar/protoplanetary discs
• Naturally produced around forming stars
•
•

SPHERE/Avenhaus et al. 2018

Angular momentum conserva9on and energy dissipa9on
Nebular hypothesis (Swedenborg, Kant, Laplace, 18th century)

• Inferred from excess infrared emission in SEDs of young stars
•

e.g. reviews of Beckwith & Sargent 1993, 1996

• Direct observa9ons very rare un9l Hubble Space Telescope

• 0.1” resolu9on: scaUered light and silhoueUe images
• e.g. Orion: O’Dell et al. 1993; McCaughrean & O’Dell 1996
HST/McCaughrean
• VLT/SPHERE and GPI are now providing well resolved scaUered light images of discs

• Millimetre observa9ons can measure masses, kinema9cs, sizes
•
•

e.g. Beckwith et al. 1990; Dutrey et al. 1994, 1996, 1998; Saito et al. 1995
ALMA is now providing large samples of well resolved discs

ALMA images of discs in nearby star forming regions
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DSHARP ALMA Large Program; Andrews et al. 2018

ALMA images of Class 0 mul9ple systems
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Figure 1. ALMA images of Class 0 multiple protostar systems in Perseus at 1.3 mm. The white or black crosses mark the VLA source positions in each image. A
1″scale bar is also drawn in each panel denoting 300 au. The beam of each image is drawn in the lower right corner, corresponding to approximately 0 27×0 17
(81 au×51 au). The noise level in each image is approximately 0.14 mJy beam−1, but this varies somewhat between sources depending on dynamic range limits. The

VANDAM Survey; Tobin et al. 2018

Models of disc forma9on
• Hydrodynamical simula9ons
•

Tscharnuter 1975; Boss 1987; Chapman et al. 1992; Bonnell 1994; Bate, Bonnell & Price 1995

• Focussed more on binary and mul9ple forma9on
than disc proper9es

•

Disc fragmenta9on: Bonnell 1994; Bonnell & Bate 1994a,b;
Hennebelle et al. 1995; KraUer et al. 2006, 2010

•

Gravita9onally unstable discs: Laughlin & Bodenheimer (1994)

Bonnell (1994)

• Single, binary, mul9ple star forma9on
•

Disc proper9es depend en9rely on ini9al condi9ons:

•

Ini9al density structure, rota9on, etc

Bate, Bonnell & Price (1995)

Models of disc forma9on
• Discs can form early, even before the star
•
•

Bate (1998)

Rota9ng ﬁrst hydrosta9c core disc-like
Bate 1998, 2011; Saigo & Tomisaka 2006;
Machida et al. 2010

• We can follow the long-term dynamical
evolu9on of discs in mul9ple systems

•

e.g. Bate 2000; Price et al. 2018

• Star cluster-scale calcula9ons
•

Most employ sink par9cles with sizes
~100 AU, so don’t resolve discs

•

Excep9ons (sinks <10 AU): Bate et al. 2003-2005;
Oﬀner et al. 2008, 2009; Bate 2009-2019

Bate (2000)

Price et al. (2018)

Bate 2012: 500 M⨀ cloud with decaying turbulence: 35,000,000 SPH par9cles
Includes rada9ve feedback and a realis9c equa9on of state
Produces 183 stars and brown dwarfs, following all binaries, plus discs to ~1 AU

Bate (2012): First large-scale calcula9on consistent
with wide range of observed stellar proper9es Welcome
constellation

• Mass func9on consistent with Chabrier (2005)
•

Stars to brown dwarf ra9o:
N(1.0-0.08)/N(0.03-0.08) = 117/31 = 3.8

• Mul9plicity consistent with ﬁeld
• Binary mass ra9os consistent with ﬁeld
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Popula9on synthesis of discs (Bate 2018)
• Bate (2012) radia9on hydrodynamical cluster forma9on calcula9on
•
•

Produced 183 stars and brown dwarfs, realis9c mass func9on and mul9ple systems

•
•

SPH calcula9ons resolu9on depends on mass - low-mass discs poorly resolved

Sink par9cle radii 0.5 AU: small enough to resolve most discs

• Limita9ons

Discs only modelled up to 105 yrs, most ~104 yrs (i.e. Class 0/I rather than Class II)
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Figure 8. Time sequence showing the variation of the orientation of the disc around
sink particleand
40 due
to accretion ofof
gasprotostellar
with different angular
momentum.
Between panels 2 and 8 the angular momentum vector of the disc rotates by more then 180 degrees. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have
radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius.
104
t=202242 yr

t=209852 yr

may lead to stellar spins being misaligned with planetary3 orbital
76) producing a binary (fifth panel). The two outer fragments also
collapse and are replaced by sink particles (protostar numbers 83
planes, potentially explaining observations of misaligned 10
exoplanet
and 89). Protostar 83 forms a tight pair with protostar 76, while the
systems (see also Fielding et al. 2015).
other forms a tight pair with protostar 41, resulting in a hierarchical
There are at least ten examples in the simulation of disc ori100a time
quadruple system (panels 6–8). In the meantime a further protostar
entations being changed by accretion. In Fig. 8, we show
has formed from the largest arm, resulting in a pentuple system.
sequence of one of these – the disc surrounding the single protoAs the second example, in Fig. 7 we show a time sequence
star, number 40. Between the first two panels, it can be seen that
of the evolution of the massive disc surrounding the binary sysaccretion rotates the disc plane clockwise in the figure by10about 20
tem composed of protostar numbers 122 and 123. These form
degrees. Then the effect reverses, and most of the remainder of the
from two separate, but nearby, condensations (first panel) and
simulation, the disc plane rotates anticlockwise. Between the sec200 AU
ond panel and the last panel, the angular momentum vector of the
quickly form a binary which accretes a circumbinary disc (second
1
and third panels). This disc is gravitationally unstable (disc mass
disc rotates by approximately 220 degrees! During the period from
Figure 9. Time sequence showing the stripping and reforming of a disc around protostar number 37 (located at the exact centre of each panel). Initially
⇡ 0.15 M , protostellar masses 0.12, 0.10 M , respectively, at
195,000 to 223,000 yrs, the disc mass remains between 0.5 and 0.7
protostar 37 forms a binary with protostar number 48 and the pair are surrounded by a circumbinary disc. This disc is stripped away via dynamical encounters
t = 216, 000 yrs) and fragments to produce two additional protoM but the mass of the star increases from 0.4 to 2.5 M . This
with several other protostars. During these encounters, protostar 48 is unbound and replaced by protostars 25 and 26, forming a tight triple system. This triple
stars
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times
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•
•
•
•

Ram-pressure stripping: 7 discs

•

Detailed studies: Moeckel & Throop 2009; Wijnen et al. 2016, 2017a,b

Dynamical encounters: 26 discs
Combina9on: 18 discs
Several cases of stripped discs
reforming by later accre9on

t=219365 yr
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•
•
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Sinks 2, 21

Disc evolu9onary processes II
Diversity and properties of protostellar discs
t=197200 yr

t=197581 yr

t=198152 yr

104
103

•
•

10 discs fragment

•

25 protostars produced by Sinks 2, 21
disc fragmenta9on (~1/7)

100
10

6 produce mul9ple fragments
(6,5,3,3,2,2)
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• Disc fragmenta9on
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Figure 6. Time sequence showing the fragmentation of the massive disc around sink particle 41. In panels 2–4 three potential fragments merge into a single
object before it collapses to a stellar core (sink number 76). Two more fragments at the top right of the 4th panel eventually collapse to stellar cores (sink
numbers 83, 89) and these pair up with 76 and 41, respectively to produce a quadruple system consisting of two pairs: (41,89),(76,83). The 5th sink (number
135, visible in the last two panels) is eventually ejected from the system. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than
the actual sink particle accretion radius.
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Disc evolu9onary processes III
Figure 6. Time sequence showing the fragmentation of the massive disc around sink particle 41. In panels 2–4 three potential fragments merge into a single
object before it collapses to a stellar core (sink number 76). Two more fragments at the top right of the 4th panel eventually collapse to stellar cores (sink
numbers 83, 89) and these pair up with 76 and 41, respectively to produce a quadruple system consisting of two pairs: (41,89),(76,83). The 5th sink (number
135, visible in the last two panels) is eventually ejected from the system. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than
the actual sink particle accretion radius.

• Star-disc encounters and disc-assisted capture
Very common: >48 cases
Naturally produce mul9ple
systems with misaligned
discs (e.g. Bate 2012, Oﬀner
et al. 2016)
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• Other studies of star-disc encounters and capture

Figure 7. Time sequence showing the fragmentation of the massive disc around sink particle 122. In panels 1–3, two protostars (sink numbers 122, 123) form
separately but bound, undergoing a star-disc encounter to form a tight binary with a circumbinary disc. This disc fragments to produce a triple (panels 4 & 5;
sink number 145), and again to produce sink number 159 (panel 5). Sink number 150 forms separately and falls into the system, colliding with the disc around
sink 159 (panel 7) to produce a tight binary companion to the triple. The widest companion in panels 7 and 8 (sink number 180) formed in the disc just before
the calculation was stopped. Sink particles are plotted as white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius.

•
•
•

Clarke & Pringle (1991) concluded
rates too low for signiﬁcant binary
forma9on
sive disc surrounding protostar number 41. In the first panel, the
importance of not replacing gas fragments with sink particles until

•

Detailed star-disc simula9ons: Hall et al. (1996); Moeckel & Bally (2006)

mass of the protostar is 0.07 M while the disc mass is 0.17 M .
The gravitationally unstable disc has strong spiral arms. In the second panel, four fragments are forming, but in the third and fourth
panels three of these merge into a single object, while two further
fragments forms in the outer parts of the largest arm. This shows the

But assumed virialised groups/clusters

just before a stellar core would be formed in reality (see Section
2). If these fragments had been replaced by sink particles earlier,
the fragmentation would have been artificially enhanced. The fragment resulting from the triple merger does then undergo the second
collapse phase and is replaced by a sink particle (protostar number

c 0000 RAS, MNRAS
000, 000–000
Gas velocity dispersions (protostars)
~1/3
of older stellar popula9ons (Bate et al.
2003; Andre et al. 2007; Foster et al. 2015; Rigliaco et al. 2016; Sacco et al. 2017)

400 AU

Orbital decay

Misaligned inner/outer discs

Variable disc plane

Star-disc encounter & circum-mul9ple disc

Bate (2012, 2018)

Types of disc
•
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• Discs of mul9ple systems

Binaries: 2 circumstellar discs,
& a circumbinary disc

Figure 5. Examples of eight of the circumstellar discs around single protostars from
the calculation.
Theproperties
first two cases demonstrate
gravitational
instabilities
Diversity
and
of protostellar
discs
9
in young massive discs soon after they have formed (protostar numbers 2 at t = 0.88 t↵ and 4 at t = 0.92 t↵ ). The remaining 6 panels show discs at the end
of the calculation around protostars 53, 85, 99, 119, 136, and 141, respectively. The discs have a wide variety of radii and masses. Sink particles are plotted
as
104
whiteSinks
filled27,
circles
that have radii 10 times
larger
the actual sink particle
accretion
19, 22
Sinks
80, than
59, 68
Sinks
77, 65radius.
Sinks 72, 81

•

Triples: up to 5 discs:
3 circumstellar, a circumbinary, jects and transition discs include: AB Aur (Hashimoto et al. 2011),
MWC 758 (Grady et al. 2013; Benisty et al. 2015), SAO 206462
(Muto et al. 2012; Garufi et al. 2013; Stolker et al. 2016), HD
& a circum-triple disc
100546 (Boccaletti et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al. 2014; Currie et al.

•
•

Quadruples: up to 7 discs !

•

May be misaligned with each
other and/or with orbit(s)

May have spiral structure due
to torques

Column Density [g/cm2]

•

103
et al. 1991). The discs form from the collapse and accretion of gas
from the molecular cloud, and in many cases this continues to the
100
end of the simulation. Conversely, discs can accrete gas (Moeckel
& Throop 2009; Scicluna et al. 2014; Wijnen et al. 2016, 2017a)
2015; Garufi et al. 2016; Follette et al. 2017), HD 100453 (Wagner
or suffer from ram-pressure stripping as they pass through
10 denet al. 2015), AK Sco (Janson et al. 2016), Elias 2-27 (Pérez et al.
sity cloud material (Wijnen et al. 2016). Star-disc interactions can
200 AU
also strip away or truncate discs (Clarke & Pringle 1991b), and/or
2016). Alves et al. (2017) have
presented observations of the Class
1
I object BHB07-11 with a dense 80-au
radius disc surrounded by a Sinks 104,
energy
loss during a star-disc
interaction can produce binaries
or
Sinks (79,55),(98,109)
93
Sinks 101, 86
Sinks (41,89),(76,83)
lower density disc extending to ⇡ 300 au that has spiral structure.
high-order multiple systems from protostars that were previously
The Class 0 triple protostar L1448 IRS 3B also has spiral strucunbound (Clarke & Pringle 1991a; Hall, Clarke & Pringle 1996).
tures Tobin et al. (2016). In the absence of more information it is
Finally, even if none of these processes play a significant role in
difficult to know whether observed spiral structure is generated by
disc evolution, the numerical simulations have some shear viscosa companion (as in the case of HD 100453; Wagner et al. 2015;
ity and this will lead to viscous evolution of the discs (Lynden-Bell
Dong et al. 2016; Benisty et al. 2017) or disc self gravity. How& Pringle 1974). Examples of all these evolutionary processes can
ever, the Class II object Elias 2-27 which has a clear ‘grand debe seen during the simulation (see the animation in the Supporting
sign’ spiral (Pérez et al. 2016) is a strong candidate for a disc in
Information that accompanies this paper). In the following sections,
which the spiral structure is driven by disc self-gravity (Tomida
we briefly discuss these further and, in some cases, give examples.
et al. 2017; Meru et al. 2017). Similarly, it has been argued that the
triple
system L1448 IRS 3B was recently formed by disc fragmenFigure 4. Eight examples of discs in binary or higher-order multiple systems. The case with sink particles 104 and 93 is shown just before the disc fragments
tation
3.3morphology
and 4.1), in
which
casetothe
must
have
to form(see
sink Sections
134 and the
is very
similar
thedisc
ALMA
image
of L14484.1
IRS3BDisc
published
by Tobin et al. (2016). Sink particles are plotted as white
fragmentation
been
strongly
filled circles
thatself-gravitating.
have radii 10 times larger than the actual sink particle accretion radius. Sink particles are numbered in order of the formation, and within each
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Sinks (38.45),(32,50)

• Discs of mul9ple protostars
•

104
103

Have a strong tendency for alignment for pairs with
separa9ons < 100 AU

100
10
200 AU

•

Discs of pairs in triple or quadruples tend to be
more aligned than for binaries, especially wide pairs

•

Discs tend to become more aligned with age
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3.3

Stapelfeldt et al. (1998)
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•

Inner disc and outer disc are
misaligned by 75o

•

Outer disc formed later by
accre9on of new gas

1000or
Figure 3. Three examples of misaligned circumstellar discs in binary
multiple systems. Two images (left and right) give perpendicular views of
each system. Top row: a quadruple system consisting of two tight pairs
separated by 200-au, with each pair surrounded by a circumbinary disc
100
(t = 1.18 t↵ ). The discs are inclined by ⇡ 80 degrees to one another.
Centre row: a 200-au binary with two circumstellar discs inclined at 44 degrees to one another (t = 1.07 t↵ ). Bottom row: A triple system with three
circumstellar discs that are only moderately misaligned (the left-most and
10
right-most discs are misaligned by 22 degrees, t = 1.20 t↵ ). Sink particles
are plotted as white filled circles that have radii 10 times larger than the
actual sink particle accretion radius. Sink particles are numbered in order
of the formation, and within each panel the their numbers are given listed
1
according to their position in the images, from top to bottom.
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• One `broken’ disc

7

200 AU

Figure 2. A binary protostellar system (protostars 6 and 13) with a circumbinary disc which is misaligned. It consists of an inner disc extending from radius,
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Proper9es of circumstellar discs: age
• Single protostars that have never had an encounter
•
•

Disc masses and radii increase with age (< 3x104 yrs)

•

Frac9on of disc-less protostars increases with 9me (mainly due to interac9ons)

Disc/star mass ra9o distribu9on independent of age: star and disc grow together

• For all protostellar discs

Figure 14. The cumulative distributions of disc mass (left), radius (centre), and the disc to stellar mass ratio (right) for circumstellar discs (i.e. discs around

Proper9es of circumstellar discs: star mass
• Single protostars that have never had an encounter
•
•
•

Disc masses are larger for greater stellar mass

•

FlaUer ( Σ(r)∝r-1 ) than the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula (MMSN) model ( Σ(r)∝r-3/2 )

Disc radius does not depend greatly on stellar mass
Disc/star mass ra9o distribu9on independent of stellar mass

• Surface density proﬁles of discs of single protostars
Diversity and properties of protostellar discs
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Proper9es of discs of systems: star mass
• Disc masses increase linearly with stellar mass to ~0.5 M☉
• Disc radii increase weakly with stellar mass
• Disc/star mass ra9os similar for <0.5 M☉
•

Decrease roughly linearly for stellar masses >0.5 M☉

20

M. R. Bate

Comparison with observa9ons: Disc masses

I disks based on pure hydrodynamical simulations. However, our attempt to take into account the p
in luminosity between the two evolutionary classes still yields a statistically significant di↵erence be
of Class 0 and Class I protostars.
Figure 15 shows a comparison between VANDAM results and Class II surveys presented in Ans
4
4
The observed decrease of mass between Class 0 and Class I protostars, and further to Class II, shows
fraction of dust is dispersed or incorporated into larger bodies. If the latter scenario is considered, th
only mass available for planet formation (248 M 1 ) is enough to form solid cores of the giant pla
II young
stars
decrease
in mass to 96 M in Class I shows that significant grain growth could occur at those earl
et al. 2014; Sheehan & Eisner 2017). Recent ALMA surveys of Class II disks yield masses of 5-15
star-forming regions (e.g., Barenfeld et al. 2016; Pascucci et al. 2016; Ansdell et al. 2016). It show
at young
ages
accretion is considered as a planet formation route, it may begin very early in Class 0, and the phys
those early stages should be considered in planet formation models.

• Typical ages of protostars from simula9on ~10
•
•

Younger than typical Class
Expect higher disc masses

yrs (oldest 9x10 yrs)

• Protostellar disc masses
•

30-300 9mes more massive than Class II discs

•
•
•
•
•

•

Taurus/Ophiuchus (Andrews & Williams 2007
Taurus (Andrews et al 2013; Ansdell et al 2016)
Lupus (Ansdell et al 2016)

Bate (2018)
Stellar
systems

Bate (2018)
Single star

Tychoniec et al. (2018)

σ Orionis (Ansdell et al 2017)
Upper Sco OB Associa9on (Barenfeld et al. 2016)

Figure 15. Cumulative distributions of disk masses in units of Earth mass. Class II distributions for four re

Good agreement with Class 0/IAnsdell
disc etmasses
al. (2017). Di↵erent Class II star forming regions are presented: Taurus (purple, Andrews et al. 2

•

Ansdell et al. 2016), Chamaeleon I (red, Pascucci et al. 2016),
Barenfeld et al. 2016).

Orionis (yellow, Ansdell et al. 2017), and

Perseus using VLA (Tychoniec et al. 2018)

6. CONCLUSIONS

We observed all known (84) Class 0 and I protostellar systems in the Perseus molecular cloud
C-band (4.1 cm and 6.4 cm). The major conclusions of this work are as follows:

1. The detection rate is 61% for Class 0 and 53% for Class I protostars. Both flux densities and s

Comparison with observa9ons: Disc radii

• Distribu9on of radii
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Radius containing 63.2% of total mass
Observa9ons need to resolve discs
Issues with how to treat completeness
Disc radii typically ~10-200 AU
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Simulated disc radii in good agreement with Class II
Dynamical interac9ons important for small discs
Largest discs tend to be around mul9ple systems
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• Other correla9ons
•
•
•

Discs sizes smaller for lower-mass protostars
Weak disc mass to radius rela9on Md∝Rd0.2-0.4

6.

Disc mass to stellar mass: Md∝M*0.85 for M*<0.5 M☉
Figure 26. Cumulative distributions of the characteristic radii for the discs
from the calculation analysed in this paper (solid line: all systems; dotlong-dashed line: protostars that have not had encounters closer than 2000
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Dependence on ini9al condi9ons?
• Performing star forma9on simula9ons with diﬀerent ini9al condi9ons
•
•
•
•

Metallicity (Bate 2019)

•
•

Disc movies available at hUp://www.astro.ex.ac.uk/people/mbate/
Disc proper9es not yet analysed

Cloud mean density
Diﬀerent interstellar radia9on ﬁeld
Redshiu

Diﬀerent cloud densi9es
10 9mes denser than Bate (2012)
nH = 6x105 cm-3
385 vs 112 protostars

10 9mes less dense than Bate (2012)
nH = 6x103 cm-3

Dependence on cloud & stellar density
• Single protostars that have never had encounters
•

Disc masses approx 2 9mes greater for low-density ini9al condi9ons compared to high
density

•
•

Median disc radii similar, but only half the number of large (>100 AU) discs at low-density
Disc-to-star mass ra9os 50% greater for low-density ini9al condi9ons

Dependence on cloud & stellar density
• Protostellar systems (single & mul9ple systems)
•

Disc masses at ages <3000 yrs approx 2 9mes greater for low-density ini9al condi9ons
compared to high density, but similar when older

•
•

Median disc radii similar, but only half the number of large (>100 AU) discs at low-density
Disc-to-star mass ra9os ~2 9mes higher for low-density ini9al condi9ons

Conclusions
• Hydrodynamical calcula9ons predict a wide diversity of protostellar discs
•

Misaligned discs in wide mul9ple systems should be the norm

• Wide variety of evolu9onary processes
•
•
•
•

Dynamical encounters between protostars

•

Astounding agreement of masses and radii with observed Class 0/I objects

Star-disc encounters (frequently involved in binary and mul9ple system forma9on)
Ram-pressure erosion/stripping of discs
Disc fragmenta9on (minority)

• Protostellar discs proper9es
• Future calcula9ons
•

Need to probe stellar proper9es over a much broader range of ini9al condi9ons

•
•

Disc proper9es seem robust to changing the cloud density by 2 orders of magnitude
Low-mass stellar mass distribu9on has VERY weak dependence on metallicity (Z>=0.01 Z⊙)

